PRO-2227
Information Protection

PRO-2227 provides guidance for the protection of Boeing and non-Boeing information. Boeing information is typically protected because it has value to the Company and/or is subject to compliance requirements.

Two standard levels of protection for information are identified — basic controls and enhanced controls.

BASIC CONTROLS provide protection for Boeing information in order to prevent disclosure to unauthorized persons or the general public.

ENHANCED CONTROLS often require an extra measure of user effort. In all cases, information to be protected may only be shared subject to appropriate contractual safeguards.

Under PRO-2227, an information stakeholder is a Boeing organization having specific responsibility, authority, and accountability to issue information protection requirements and guidance. If you are unable to determine the appropriate information stakeholder or process, consult with your manager.

Information Protection Standards Manual

All Boeing information must be protected as described in the Information Protection Standards Manual (IPSM), D200-10025-37. The IPSM specifies two sets of controls for protecting the confidentiality of information.

1. Basic Controls are the minimum mandatory controls that are applied to all Boeing information (except as specified under 3.E). Basic controls are generally appropriate for information that does not have specific sharing restrictions or require a specific authorization from the information stakeholder. It is generally appropriate to use basic controls for unmarked Boeing information.

Note: The IPSM also describes the controls for protecting the integrity and availability of information.

2. Enhanced Controls are the mandatory controls that apply to any information that the Information Stakeholder determines has specific sharing restrictions or requires specific authorization. They are generally additional controls (beyond basic) that limit access to only specifically authorized persons. The information stakeholder will determine when enhanced controls are required. Information designated with restrictive markings (e.g., the marking “Boeing Proprietary,” export-control markings, or proprietary markings applied to non-Boeing information) requires enhanced controls, except as otherwise authorized.

For more information regarding Information Protection, please visit the following websites:

Information Security: http://compsec.boeing.com/
Information Security Advisors: http://compsec.boeing.com/about/30contacts/SIFs/?pId=contacts.SIFs
Desktop & Laptop Protection: http://desktopprotection.web.boeing.com/

or contact Security at (310) 662-8786